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Explosion  in Antwerp district of Brussels (22)
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters and police officers arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: A collapsed building is seen after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters and police officers arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters and police officers arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters and police officers arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters and police officers arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters and police officers arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: A collapsed building is seen after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters and police officers arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters and police officers arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters and police officers arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: A collapsed building is seen after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters and police officers arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters and police officers arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters and police officers arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters and police officers arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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BRUSSELS, BELGIUM - JANUARY 16: Fire fighters arrive at the scene after an explosion that caused a residential building to collapse in Antwerp district of Brussels, Belgium on January 16, 2018. At least five people were injured. Ambulances were dispatched to the scene and security has been tightened. Dursun Aydemir / Anadolu Agency
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This image taken from the Twitter page of Sigrid Vermeulen shows  a collapsed building in Antwerp, Belgium, Monday Jan. 15, 2018. (Sigrid Vermeulen via AP)
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